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Cover
When you have cover, attacks against you have Disadvantage. Ter-
rain that grants cover should be called out by the GM when the 
map is brought out or when it is created. Cover always works how-
ever the GM says it should—a portcullis works differently than a 
tree or a wall. 

Burst attacks judge cover from their center (unless the fiction de-
mands otherwise). To get cover against a ranged attack, you need 
to use terrain via the following rules.

Take Cover
When you are right up against an object, you can press up against 
it to get more protection than you get from simply having the 
object nearby (see Intervening Cover below). For these purposes 
there are two kinds of cover, Low and Full. Low Cover represents 
things like boxes, piles of sandbags, and chest-high walls. Full 
Cover represents things you can stand behind and remain safe, 
like large trees, pillars, and walls. The type of cover only matters 
if you are right next to it—your character needs to get down and 
press up against it to take advantage. When you aren’t adjacent, 
use the rules for Intervening Cover below. Low Cover counts as 
Difficult Terrain to move over.

The diagram on the right explains how Low Cover works geomet-
rically. If I were to write it out it would seem complicated, but 
when you see it it’s absolutely simple. Taking cover against Low 
Cover (this does not cost an action) grants you cover in a half-
plane if you are non-diagonally adjacent. Taking cover diagonally 
only grants you a quarter-plane of cover. 

Full Cover grants you cover in the same region as Low Cover. On 
top of that, Full Cover blocks line of sight, granting you full im-
munity to attack from some squares. Taking cover against a pil-
lar non-diagonally gives you one row or column of protection. 
Taking cover diagonally gives you protection along that diagonal. 
Standing behind a wall with two or more squares of Full Cov-
er is more advantageous than standing behind a pillar: you get 
protection not just along the row and diagonal but everything in 
between too. 

When you have taken cover, you may spend an Attack Action to 
Hunker Down until the start of your next turn or until you leave 
your square, whichever comes first. If you are hunkered down, 
ranged attacks from which you have cover must roll an extra die 
and take the worst result. I.e. they typically roll three dice since 
they already have Disadvantage due to your cover. 

Allies generally provide Intervening Cover against enemy attacks, 
but typically you cannot take cover against other creatures. How-
ever, relative size is important and the situation can change things. 
If you take cover against the brachiosaur’s leg, then by all means 
treat it as Full Cover.

Cover and Large Creatures
A creature large enough to occupy more than one square can only 
take cover by standing next to an object large enough to block one 
entire side of its body. 
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